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STRENGTHS

Monopoly in the market

Brand recognition

Convenience &

accessibility

WEAKNESSES

Poor track record

Public distrust

Lack of management and

organization

Poor crisis management

Inconsistent messaging

 

OPPORTUNIT IES

Expanding operations

Advancing technology &

offerings (e.g. self-

driving cars)

Rise in number of drivers

resulting in cheaper rides

Partnerships & CSR

THREATS

A past tainted by scandals

Sinking stock price

Competitors w/ more

license to operate & lower

prices

Safety concerns

Regulation

Disgruntled drivers

 

SWOT Analysis





Uber Makes Headlines

Negativ
e

52.6%
Neutra

l
30.5%

Positiv
e

16.8%

2019 News Coverage

*More negative coverage post-IPO



Social Media Audit

1.3M

(Followers)
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201.8K

22M

1M
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648K
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Social Media Audit
(@OverheardUber)



uber.com - Homepage



uber.com - Newsroom



uber.com - Investor



uber.com - Global Citizenship



uber.com - Safety



Managing Issues

Safety Concerns

Senior Management*
Drivers: Independent

Contractors or Employees?

Losing ProfitsWork Culture

Competitors*

*denotes opportunity



uberscandals.org

216 entries

total



Issue #1: Safety Concerns

Uber’s 2017-2018 safety report indicated there were nearly 6,000 reports of sexual assault 

Long-awaited report coming a year after news media conducted their own investigation

Attempts to repeatedly contextualize the issue to lessen the impact of the numbers 

Uber’s initiative to be transparent will still require improvements to safety initiatives

Focuses largerly on addressing safety concerns for riders and forgets to address safety issues for

drivers

 

 



The first of its kind to release a report like this and

encourages others in the industry to follow

Working with credible partners like RAINN and

RALIANCE

 



Safety Concerns - Recommendations

Safety needs to always be the #1 priority & align with business model

Apologize and show empathy to those impacted

Recognize that addressing safety concerns takes time & money

Continue partnerships with credible third parties - serve as your trusted advisors

Provide easily accessible information on what happens after a report is filed  

Mandate dashboard lights before government regulators require to

Assemble safety communications team of experts focused on improving safety

 

Measurement of Success: Significantly lower numbers by the next report



Create @UberSafety Twitter account

to directly address users' concerns

about safety and use social media as

a platform to communicate the

importance

Share safety checklist for riders

and drivers on social media - track

engagement

Encourage using it for every ride

(#HowtoUber)

 

Recommendations - Safety Checklist

Request your ride inside
Check your ride
Have the driver confirm your name
Be a back-seat driver
Always wear your seat belt
Share your trip details with loved ones
Protect your personal information
Follow your intuition
Be kind and respectful
Give feedback about your trip

#HowtoUber - Safety Checklist



Issue #2: Culture

Criticized for lack of diversity, abrupt layoffs and

sexual harrasment cases

Disgruntled drivers who do not receive the same

benefits as employees

Constant turnover in senior management

Former CEO significantly impacted Uber's

reputation

Operates under a lack of transparency culture

 



Culture - Recommendations

Treat drivers as employees but recognize their unconventional situation

Chief People Officer should conduct surveys and focus groups to gauge sentiment

Establish guiding principles for employees and drivers to follow

Recognize the importance of the front-line supervisor especially in customer service area

Senior management should speak with one voice that reflects Uber's values and mission

Take a close look past culture & be the voice for the new "cultural norms" through actions

VP of Marketing and Public Affairs should establish a reporting system for both departments and closely

align the two divisions in both internal and external messaging

 

 

Measurement of Success: Annual surveys for employees and drivers



Issue #3: Regaining Investors' Trust

Price at IPO launch: $41.57/share

Price today: $27.95/share

32.8% drop since IPO

Issues were not managed prior to IPO

launch

Drivers protesting the public

offering just ahead of launch

 

Quote from the Washington Post



Regaining Investors' Trust - Recommendations

Need to show proper reputation management to ensure investors that Uber is

no longer on rocky ground

Share Uber's plans to repair its reputation (more than just the half a billion

dollars in "image repair" campaigns)

Emphasize Uber's priority to enlist support from stakeholders through CSR,

internal and community engagement and two-way symmetrical

communication on all social media channels

 



Recommendations: CEO hosts a webcast

CEO should host a webcast inviting all investors to join

Include time for a Q&A after to understand the concerns of investors

Follow-up with updates for investors - investors shouldn't be learning about what's going

on at Uber from the headlines, they should hear it directly from you

Show credibility by ensuring investors that Uber still holds a monopoly within the

industry, but shift the narrative to say how you will use that advantage as an opportunity

to more socially responsible

 

Measurement of Success: Viewers who join webcast & sharing of webcast through earned media



Key Takeaways to Secure the License to Operate

SAFETY  

#1 priority

CULTURE

Reflects values from top to bottom & from inside and outside the organizatio

Recognize drivers and riders as key stakeholders

COMMUNICATION

Consistent & in a timely manner

CRISIS RESPONSE

Monitor issues before they become a crises & shorten reaction time



Defining Our Success

Mission: We ignite opportunity by setting the world in motion.

...in a safe, inclusive, accountable and trustworthy manner.



Questions?
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